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“Life Under Glass is a massively important and inspirational book about a great
experiment that will be regarded as a cornerstone in the human quest to understand
the Biosphere and ecology itself. Anyone who wants to understand what innovation
actually is…must read this book and whisper a hushed vote of thanks that people
like this exist!”
- Sir Tim Smit, Founder, Director, The Eden Project, Cornwall
"I am delighted to see a second edition of this important book that tells the true
and, frankly, honest account of the Biosphere 2 experiment. It is important that
the project has been so fully recorded here in what is also a most enjoyable read."
- Sir Ghillean Prance FRS, VMH
"Life Under Glass is an honest, first-hand account of an innovative experiment. Biosphere 2 itself was visionary…the subjective experience in undertaking such an
experiment makes enjoyable and inspirational reading for anyone eager to learn
about exploring and discovering a new frontier where knowledge, skills, technology,
and organization are key in managing self-organizing systems."
- Dr. Jose Furtado, Centre for Environmental Policy,
Imperial College, University of London
"I have known for five decades these deep, audacious, visionary nomads, walking
the waves of the Heraclitus, creating Biosphere 2 to reflect our world, more real
than true. Life Under Glass chronicles step-by-step a journey worthy of including in
the Arabian Nights…braving the vivid unknown!"
- Godfrey Reggio, documentary film director
(Koyaanisqatsi, the Qatsi trilogy)
"Life Under Glass is a thrilling account of the daily life in Biosphere 2 and first and
foremost a precious testimony on a unique experience that can teach humanity
how to live in a small world, act as steward and feel interconnectedness. This book
contains the keys to unlock the 21st century."
- Jean-Pierre Goux, President of the Institute for Sustainable Futures,
Writer “The Blue Century,” founder of OneHome

"Life Under Glass tells the inside story of an extraordinary scientific experiment, one
in which a handful of idealistic citizen scientists, at considerable personal risk, volunteered to enter a closed system, Biosphere 2. The audacity of the effort, together
with the courage that drove them to persevere, brings to mind that famous quote of
Teddy Roosevelt in which he hails not the critics, but those in the arena who strive
valiantly, who spend themselves in a worthy cause, and who, if they fail, do so while
daring greatly, their faces marred by dust and sweat and blood."
- Professor Wade Davis, BC Leadership Chair in Cultures and
Ecosystems at Risk, University of British Columbia, Vancouver
"Mark Nelson is one of my closest and dearest friends. This book is a special present
not only for me but for all the people who want to know, from a real protagonist,
the great history of Biosphere II. The facts he recollects are extraordinary, beautiful
and dramatic at the same time. A must to read.
- Antonino Saggio, Professor of Architecture Sapienza
University of Rome
"Life Under Glass is a great illustration of human creativity in extreme environments…[such] environments change the way human cognition functions. The
biospherian thinking process was an example of the emergence of a noosphere so
that technics, or in my terms: art, science, and technology, reinforces life and life
reinforces the arts, sciences, and technics in an evolutionary sustainable way.”
- Roger Malina, ArtScience Research, Director ArtSciLab UTDallas,
Executive Editor Leonardo Publications, MIT Press.
"I am convinced that the epoch making experiment, Biosphere 2, will remain an
indispensable topic of science education in high schools, colleges, and universities. The pioneering work of the biospherians may one day gain an additional
importance for managing the life support systems of "Earth Observatories."
- Professor Bernd Lötsch, General Director (Emeritus)
Natural History Museum, Vienna, Austria
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In the symphony of the biosphere

ecosystems do their riffs
the unseen more powerful than the obvious
we measure and observe;
the creation lives, Frankensystem or Alice in Ecoland
there’s a momentum of its own
the people make decisions but hardly call every tune
species invade and conquer new lands
some vanish but their place is soon taken
this biosphere travels on its stomach
it’s eat and be eaten
we work to elbow our way in
contemplating how many lobsters, lizards,
goats and people this world can support
we’re leaner and meaner,
incredible shrinking biospherians
healthy and hungry
it gives an edge to our lives.
– Mark Nelson, 1992
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F O R E W O R D TO S E CO N D E D I T I O N by Sylvia A. Earle

“Yes!” was my immediate response to the invitation to be present and speak at
the opening of Biosphere 2 after eight intrepid explorers had lived and worked
within the confines of their glass-enclosed microcosm for two full years, September
26, 1991-September 26, 1993. Like many others, I had followed with fascinated
interest what seemed to be an Arthur C. Clarke-like futuristic fantasy, but in fact
involved real people living an otherworldly experience in real time. As a witness,
as a scientist, and as one who had been part of a space simulation project more
than twenty years earlier, I was intrigued and sometimes incredulous as the audacity of the Biosphere 2 vision became a successful reality. The Biosphere 2 team
quickly demonstrated that one doesn’t have to travel far to discover extraordinary
new horizons.
Like Abigail (Gaie) Alling, co-author of this book, I am a marine biologist who
literally becomes immersed in my research. I could not resist the opportunity in
1970 to live underwater for two weeks, leading a team of five women scientists and
engineers during the NASA-US Navy-Smithsonian Institution-US Department of
the Interior-sponsored Tektite II Project. Like the biospherians, those of us who
lived as aquanauts isolated from direct contact with people on the outside were
subjected to intense scrutiny by physicians, psychologists, and the public who were
hoping to learn from the behavior of the ten teams who participated in the project,
insights applicable to living in space and potentially, on the moon or other planets.
And, like the biospherians, we were keenly aware of the limits of our life
support systems, from food and freshwater supply, to temperature, pressure, and
especially the levels of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the air. But unlike them, we
did not face the challenge of spending two years essentially self-contained, relying
on living systems that had to be assiduously cared for to produce food and oxygen,
absorb carbon dioxide, recycle wastes and otherwise provide for aesthetic and psychologically pleasing surroundings.
What I find most remarkable is that the Biosphere 2 system worked as well
and lasted as long as it did before an outside source of supplemental oxygen was
required. After all, it took four and a half billion years to develop Biosphere 1,
Earth, as we know it: a living planet that is home to millions of species that together,
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maintain sufficiently stable chemistry and temperature to persist as a place habitable for life in an otherwise extremely hostile universe.
Most surprising, Biosphere 2 worked despite a distinctly terrestrial bias, while
Earth is literally a “water planet.” All life requires water and ninety-seven percent of
Earth’s water is ocean. It is also where about ninety-seven percent of life exists and
where most of the oxygen in the atmosphere is generated, mostly by photosynthetic
plankton. The essential role of microbial life in shaping the chemistry of individual
organisms, of ecosystems, and ultimately of the entire planet has only recently begun
to come into focus. The ocean hosts a bountiful microbial minestrone of bacteria,
Archaea, and viruses that underpin the rest of life as we know it. Climate, weather,
temperature, and planetary chemistry are largely governed by the living sea.
Though small in size, and relatively limited in diversity compared to natural
coral reef systems, Biosphere 2’s ocean appeared to be in good health when I was
privileged to dive into it, accompanying Gaie on a tour the day that the team
emerged. I was delighted to see not only healthy, living corals but also a number of
young coral colonies, evidence that spawning, settling, and growth had taken place
in their cocooned world. A common species of brown algae, Dictyota, was abundant,
and Gaie said she had to periodically “weed” the reef to prevent damaging overgrowth of the corals. It was exciting to discover a relatively rare kind of green algae
thriving amid various other algal species, invertebrates, and fish. I also noted when I
slipped underwater, that a number of confused cockroaches swam out of the crevices
of my borrowed equipment. Conscientiously, I rescued and returned them to the
shore. Although uninvited residents, they and a kind of ant clearly had made places
for themselves within the Biosphere’s ecosystem.
Just as remarkable as the success attained by the biospherians at self-sufficiency
in a limited space with a limited ocean and limited sources of sustenance, was their
ability to maintain a civil, often congenial working relationship. It is a testament
to the creativity, discipline, dedication, intelligence, and overall good nature of the
participants that they successfully managed to not only survive but physically and
mentally thrive during their confined co-existence. Though bonded by common
purpose, shipmates at sea typically adhere to a certain mutually respected discipline
in order to maintain harmony. Similarly bonded by common purpose, occupants
of Biosphere 2’s mini-world society had to cope with normal human differences,
preferences, habits, capabilities, quirks, and “personalities” of the others. This was
not a television program where individuals could get voted “off the island!”
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As described in this thoughtful volume, the knowledge gained from the twoyear Biosphere 2 odyssey has already inspired actions on many fronts, far beyond
what may have been the original goals. Since the eight explorers completed their
epic journeys within a confined space, interest has steadily grown in having humans
as active participants in the exploration of the realms beyond Earth’s atmosphere.
The pioneering experiences recorded here serve as a vital baseline of evidence of what
could be replicated in places currently unimagined. But far and away, the most
important impact of Biosphere 2 may be the enhanced respect gained for the
miraculous existence of Biosphere 1.
In closing, Bravo: Gaie Alling, Mark Nelson, and Sally Silverstone for sharing
your knowledge and wisdom in this book, and for your continuing explorations,
education, and sense of caring. Your legacy is real, your message clear: we must
explore and care for this ocean-blessed planet as if our lives depend on it, because
they do. A special salute, too, to the spirit of Biosphere 2 for inspiring the formation of the Biosphere Foundation as a means of fostering love and respect for the
Earth among people globally.
– Sylvia A. Earle, oceanographer, author,
Explorer-in-Residence at the National Geographic Society

F O R E W O R D TO T H E F I R S T E D I T I O N by Joseph P. Allen

Each morning as I leave my home for work, I drive past the outdoor exhibit of
a giant Saturn 5 rocket sitting beside the NASA/Johnson Space Center here in
Houston. This dinosaur of launch vehicles and its smaller cousins form a kind of
Jurassic Park celebrating the time when humans first left our home for bold but
fleeting journeys to the moon. In the reddish, early morning glow of the August
sun rising with a vengeance above Galveston Bay, the rockets take on a surrealistic
look. Did we actually use nine of these behemoths to travel a quarter of a million
miles out from Earth?
Such treks are difficult to imagine now that human activity on the space frontier has become so limited. NASA, a federal agency once known for its vision,
imaginative engineering, and bold execution, nowadays devotes the bulk of its
resources to planning projects which probably won’t be implemented. This circumstance should not be surprising, since the demands made by an ever-changing,
politically oriented space policy leave the beleaguered agency little extra resources
to attempt something new. With such political impediments to overcome, will we
ever again undertake space missions out to the moon and beyond? And if so, could
we establish permanent human habitats out there?
Reflecting upon the heritage of these magnificent Saturn 5 rockets and fretting
about the current uncertainties of our space program lead me to think more and
more about a totally different kind of spaceship, Biosphere 2.
Strictly speaking, of course, Biosphere 2 is not a spaceship because it does not
travel. Nonetheless, I am intrigued by the similarities of experiences of the Biosphere
crew members with those of astronauts and cosmonauts aboard their ships in outer
space. In spaceship terms, the people aboard this unique creation have been ‘underway’ for nearly two years now; and one month from the day I write this, they will
open the seal which separates them from planet Earth and will exit from their world
into an atmosphere as foreign to them as if they had been cruising out to Mars on the
far side of the solar system. Does their speed increase now that they are homeward
bound? Of course not, since Biosphere 2 has literally not budged one inch since the
day the experiment began. Yet figuratively, at re-entry minus thirty days and counting,
I picture the psychological calendar of the biospherians, having earlier crept forward
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with agonizing slowness when the Biosphere’s food production waned and its oxygen
level dropped, now flipping past pages with quickening speed.
I am also intrigued by this enormous experiment because, for the first time, it
addresses the missing link of space colonies. By the missing link I mean the understanding of the closed sustainable ecologies needed for human habitation in space.
All other technologies needed to live off Earth—rocket travel, for example—were
proven during the golden years of the Space Age. But no understanding about
closed ecologies was gained in those years because all space missions to date have
relied on a rigid system of consumable stores: food, water, propellants, and so on
carried according to a complicated flight plan and meted out piece by piece until
they are exhausted about the time, one hopes, of Earth re-entry. Consequently, the
single unanswered question still before us would-be space colonists is: can a closed
ecological system be devised to be resilient enough to sustain human life for years
at a time, yet of a dimension small enough (Earth-sized is clearly too big) to be
constructed and maintained by normal human activity?
That this last and perhaps most complicated question would be explored first
by a private venture rather than by a well-funded albeit ponderous government
research establishment is, in my view, quite remarkable. Regardless of the outcome
of these first experiments, the fact that steps toward understanding large biospheres
have now been taken is to me both audacious and exciting.
As you read here about life under glass, you may find it difficult to imagine
Biosphere 2 as another world. It is, after all, just there, separated from our own
world only by a simple airlock. To go from one biosphere to another takes just minutes. On the other hand, space is surprisingly close by as well. The space shuttle, for
example, travels out beyond the edge of Earth and into the vacuum of space in just
over eight minutes, not much different than the time needed to pass through the
two hatches and cross the anteroom of the Biosphere’s airlock.
But major differences between Biosphere 2 and a spacecraft in orbit do exist—
relative size and speed, for example. And there is always the non-trivial matter of
the complex physics of rocket propulsion that launch a spacecraft into orbit, inherently dramatic in concept and still bold in execution even in this fourth decade of
space travel.
The memory of a rocket launch is not something a person forgets. During powered flight aboard the space shuttle, the engines’ roar pervades the crew quarters
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and the thrust of acceleration holds you against the launch seat at three times your
normal weight. After the requisite velocity is achieved, the engines suddenly cut off
leaving behind the eerie silence of coasting in unending Earth orbit. The three Gs
of acceleration disappear as quickly as the sound. You unbuckle the safety harnesses
holding you during launch and float from your seat to the nearest window. You,
the space traveler, are now out of this world, privileged beyond all measure to gaze
through a window that will forevermore change your perspective of both yourself
and your home planet.
Watching Earth from orbit is breathtaking, awe-inspiring, tantalizing, and
frightening—all rolled into one complex emotion continually evoked by the panorama before your eyes. Picture yourself floating at that window. Peering out, you
watch the oceans and islands and landforms of Earth passing by your window at
unimaginable speed. I want to write ‘below your window’, but in the weightless
world of space you have no sense of ‘up’. Thus there is no ‘above’ and no ‘below’ in
orbital flight. You just float at the window and look out on the scene moving past
at about five miles per second. Are you speeding by oceans and continents, or are
you just hovering in a magical gondola and watching the world turn beside you?
The viewing angle of any part of Earth as seen from the spacecraft window is
forever being changed by the relentless pace of orbital mechanics. You are constantly
moving your head and hurriedly changing your body position, pressing always closer
to the protective glass to catch the last glimpse of your favorite island cluster or to see
precisely where your family and friends live there in Houston, marked by Galveston
Bay and arrow-straight Interstate 10, the circle of the 610 Loop, and the familiar
patterns of the runways of the city’s airports. Within hours, the inside of all viewing
ports of any spaceship are covered with forehead, cheek, and nose smudges which
must repeatedly be wiped away.
Biosphere 2, of course, is not moving. Rather, it is firmly fixed in the hardpacked scrabble of the southwestern desert of North America, a beautiful part of
Biosphere 1. The crew within the Biosphere views the outside scene, itself changing with the tempo of the seasons, at a leisurely pace. I suspect that most motion
observed outside Biosphere 2 would be the parade of curious Earthlings peering
through the glare of the glass walls to catch glimpses of the alien pioneers at work
inside their independent ecology.
Along one wall of the living quarters, however, there is a special window
through which inhabitants of both worlds can get a closer look at each other and
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engage in face-to-face conversation of a sort, the words carried by speakerphones,
the images of the people slightly distorted by the internal reflection of the glass. I
had the great pleasure of visiting with the biospherians through the conversation
window, an occasion which started with greeting them by matching hands, a right
hand flat against the left hand and left against right with the palms and fingers
separated only by glass. Because of this rite of greeting, the conversation window
is constantly covered with smudges of hand prints inside and out, quite unlike a
spaceship. As far as I know, you will never find hand prints on the outside of a
spaceship window.
The book these biospherians have given us here is also a special window of sorts.
It gives us insight into the other world in which these unique pioneers have worked
and lived for two years.
– Joseph P. Allen, former US astronaut
August 1993, Houston, Texas

“We invented Biosphere 2 not only for science, but also for beauty, adventure,
and hope for all humanity – and for the Earth’s biosphere itself. To teach
human beings to see Biosphere 1 in a new way, this is the ultimate vision
behind Biosphere 2. We have the ability to be a creative, cooperative
agent with evolution. This is what I call victory.”
– John P. Allen, Co-founder and Inventor of Biosphere 2
Research and Development, Space Biospheres Ventures (1984-1994)

“Space Biospheres Ventures represents a new approach to doing business.
We are a private ecological research firm which has created one of the boldest
research and development facilities of this century. We are also a profitmaking venture. Biosphere 2 ushers forth technological development that is
marketable and beneficial to the Earth. It responds to the current environmental crises by searching for real solutions, and stands as a vision of hope so that
we as a species can move forward and leave our destructive ways behind us.”
– Margaret Augustine, Co-architect and former CEO,
Space Biospheres Ventures (1984-1994)

“Biosphere 2 is the child of our Earth’s biosphere, grown from the same flesh
and genetic material, and born of the perspective gained with Apollo’s
distant images of the Earth. As with the Apollo images, Biosphere 2 allows
us to see in one succinct view, a complete integrated system of life.”
– Edward P. Bass, Co-founder of Biosphere 2,
Founding Trustee of the Philecology Trust

